BlinkerBeacon™ Solar LED Dual Beacon

- Solar Powered, no electric bills
- User friendly timeclock option
- Various mounting options
- AutoBright™ visibility
Applications
- School Zones
- Pedestrian Crossings
- Roadway Warnings

Features
- Proprietary AutoBright™ circuitry automatically adjusts light output for optimum battery efficiency
- Heightens drivers’ awareness
- Increased visibility & safety

Options
- Multiple beacons can be synchronized
- Vertical, horizontal and custom mounts available
- Can be programmed to operate continuously (24/7) or on solar time clocks, push-buttons and/or motion (vehicle) detectors

Components
- Beacon Lens 12 inch: Amber
- Flash Pattern MUTCD Compliant; alternating, unison
- Housing Polycarbonate: yellow or black
- Mounting assembly Aluminum painted yellow or black

Warranty
- 3 year standard warranty

Smart Activation Options
- 24/7 continuous
- Time clock (Windows-based software programmable)
- Push-button
- Wireless control
- Vehicle detection

Visit Traffic and Parking on YouTube for videos on these products and more.

Other BlinkerBeacon™ configurations available

Standard specifications (subject to change without notice)
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